Summary -The Gibbs sampling is a Monte-Carlo procedure for generating random samples from joint distributions through sampling from and updating conditional distributions. Inferences about unknown parameters are made by: 1) computing directly summary statistics from the samples; or 2) estimating the marginal density of an unknown, and then obtaining summary statistics from the density. All 
and then obtaining summary statistics from the density. All conditional distributions needed to implement the Gibbs sampling in a univariate Gaussian mixed linear model are presented in scalar algebra, so no matrix inversion is needed in the computations. For location parameters, all conditional distributions are univariate normal, whereas those for variance components are scaled inverted chi-squares. The procedure was applied to solve a Gaussian animal model for litter size in the Gamito strain of Iberian pigs. Data were given by Gibbs, using 120 000 samples. Linear regression slopes of true posterior means on Gibbs means were almost exactly 1 for fixed, additive genetic and permanent environmental effects. Regression slopes of true posterior variances on Gibbs variances were 1.00, 1.01 and 0.96, respectively. In CASE II, variances were treated as unknown, with a flat prior assigned to these. Posterior densities of selected location parameters, variance components, heritability and repeatability were estimated. Marginal posterior distributions of dispersion parameters were skewed, save the residual variance; the means, modes and medians of these distributions differed from the REML estimates, as expected from theory. Henderson (1963, 1973) and Henderson et al (1959) developed the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP), which removed the requirement of knowing the first moments of the distributions. BLUP is the linear function of the data that minimizes mean square error of prediction in the class of linear unbiased predictors. Bulmer (1980) , Gianola and Goffinet (1982) , Goffinet (1983) and Fernando and Gianola (1986) Gianola et al, 1990a, b (Geman and Geman, 1984; . One of these procedures, Gibbs sampling, has been studied extensively in statistics Besag and Cliford, 1991; Gelfand and Carlin, 1991; Geyer and Thompson, 1992 Henderson (1984) , Macedo and Gianola (1987) and Gianola et al (1990a, b): where: y: data vector of order n x 1; X: known incidence matrix of order n x p ; Z i : known matrix of order n x q i ; (3: p x 1 vector of uniquely defined 'fixed effects' (so that X has full column rank); u i : q i x 1 random vector; and e: n x 1 vector of random residuals.
The conditional distribution that generates the data is:
where I is an n x n identity matrix, and Q e is the variance of the random residuals. Geman and Geman (1984) in an image restoration context. Applications to Bayesian inference were described by .
Since then, it has received extensive attention, as evidenced by recent discussion papers (Gelman and Rubin, 1992; Geyer, 1992; Besag and Green, 1993; Gilks et al, 1993; Smith and Roberts, 1993 ). Based on theoretical arguments (Geyer, 1992) (Geyer, 1992 Liu et al (1991) and Diebolt and Robert (1993) .
An alternative form of estimating p(x) is to use samples x i (i = 1,2,..., m) only. For example, a kernel density estimator is defined (Silverman, 1986) where Qu, a! and cr! are variance components and A is the numerator of Wright's relationship matrix; the vectors u, c and e were assumed to be pairwise independent. After reparameterization, the rank (p) of X was 1 + 71 + 3 = 75; the rank of the mixed model equations was then: N = 75 + 597 + 426 = 1 098.
Gibbs sampling
We ran 2 separate Gibbs samplers with this data set, and we refer to these analyses as CASES I and II. In CASE I, the 3 variance components were assumed known, with REML estimates (Meyer, 1988) (1993) .
Let the Gibbs samples for or2,a 2 and or2 , be respectively: Also, let the scale parameters of the corresponding densities be: where v = vu. The variance ratio, 6 = or2/or2, is estimated in the same mammer as for q in [35] with the samples Scj substituted in place of s!! and v = using the transformation o,2 c 6.
RESULTS
When variance components are known (CASE I), the marginal posterior distributions of all location parameters are normal . The mean (mode or median) of the marginal distribution of a location parameter is given by the corresponding component of the solution vector of the mixed model equations, and the variance of the distribution is equal to the corresponding diagonal element of the inverted mixed model coefficient matrix, multiplied by the residual variance. These are mathematical facts, and do not relate in any way to the Gibbs sampler. We used this knowledge to assess the convergence of the Gibbs sampler, which gives Monte-Carlo estimates of the posterior means and variances. In CASE I, for the data at hand, the posterior distributions can be arrived at more efficiently by direct inversion or iterative methods than via the Gibbs sampler. Figure 2 depicts the marginal posterior densities of the same 4 selected location parameters for CASE II, ie with unknown variances. For the 2 fixed effects, the distributions were essentially symmetric, and similar to those found for CASE I (fig 1) . This figure 3 . REML estimates (Meyer, 1988) (Kipnis and Varadhan, 1986; Tierney, 1991 ). However, we did not observe sizable differences in our analysis, as can be ascertained from figures 1-3. In fact, we found that similar density estimates could be obtained with [19] , but using much fewer samples than 120000. This would favor [19] over (17!, in (Lin and Thompson, 1993 ). An application of Gibbs sampling to the analysis of selection experiment is given by Wang et al (1994) .
